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PRODUCT
[image: ]Fully Managed Service
Better results & less effort at no extra cost

[image: ]SMS for Shopify
The only SMS app built to cost less & sell more

[image: ]List Growth
Capture 2X more email & SMS subscribers

[image: ]Campaigns
Segmented & triggered promotions shoppers love

[image: ]Abandonment
Cart & browse recovery to rescue lost revenue

[image: ]Automation
Automated flows to drive revenue at every turn

[image: ]Integrations
Connect Recart to your existing marketing stack
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RESOURCES
[image: ]SMS Marketing Guide
Unlock the what, why & how of ecommerce text messaging

[image: ]10 Best Practices
Learn the rules + get 15 examples to send, sell & succeed

[image: ]Picking an SMS Platform
Discover must-have features & how to choose the right tool

[image: ]Promotional Tactics
Uncover 10 creative cheatcodes for ecommerce promotions

[image: ]Blog
Read articles

[image: ]Customer Case Studies
Find out how other businesses are winning with Recart SMS

[image: ]SMS Templates
Ready-to-use library of holidays, events & special promotions

[image: ]Help Center
Get all your questions answered about how to use Recart
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COMPANY
[image: ]Careers
Join our awesome team

[image: ]Browse Partners
Explore our ecosystem of agency partners

[image: ]Recart Partner Login
Sign in to the Recart partner portal

[image: ]About
We’re the next big thing
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Rapidly Grow Your SMS List & Email
Turn traffic into paying customers with highly effective opt-in tools.

Maximize your list growth across multiple channels with impeccable subscription experiences. 
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Vanity Table converted nearly 18,000 new SMS subscribers in two months with a 14% conversion rate on its welcome pop-up.

“We are sure that Recart SMS strengthens our marketing campaigns to be more effective and integrated. Plus, the Recart team is super supportive and always brings new ideas.

”What really inspired us is that customers who had not responded to email or other media ads are now starting to engage in our SMS marketing.”
[image: ]Nam Youn Chang
Vanity Table




Convert 2X More Visitors with Direct-To-Text + Restore Links
For mobile visitors, direct-to-text popups drive twice as many opt-ins than input boxes. Why?
	Built for a mobile-first experience, no more incorrectly sized windows, images, words, or buttons.
	Preload a message into your visitor’s phone. All they have to do is click on your popup’s CTA and then click “Send.”
	With Restore Links, when a shopper clicks back, they pick up right where they left off. A Recart exclusive feature!
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Full Service & Done-For-You Customer Success
With Recart, you don’t only get a feature set that enables rapid list growth.

You’ll also have a dedicated SMS professional and team of experts to design, implement, and optimize your opt-in tools.

Experience fully-managed account growth with:
Full onboarding or migration
Pop-up creation for SMS & email
Five automated workflows (at least)
Weekly or daily campaign sends
Reporting, check-ins & optimization


No Payments & Zero Effort
From Demo to Selling in Less Than 48 Hours
Find out if Recart can add incremental revenue, acquire new customers, and increase your reorders + retention.

Schedule your 30-minute demo. If we’re the right fit, we’ll set-up everything for you (seriously, everything) … without charging you!
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Go Beyond Onsite Capture with Keywords
Convert your organic social followers into SMS subscribers using a signup link in your Instagram Stories or keyword opt-ins in other posts.

Anyone who wants to opt-in to your SMS list can simply text a keyword to your number and get added immediately.

Recart’s team of experts help you select the most suitable keyword for your campaign goals so you can sit back and watch your list grow.


Transform Subscribers into Customers
The journey starts with list growth. But it doesn’t end there. 

Acquire more new customers, accelerate reorders, and increase retention + LTV by letting us launch or optimize your automations

[image: Welcome Flow]Welcome
3–5 texts to convert new subscribers and build loyal relationships

[image: ]Abandonment
Rescue three types of abandoners: browse, cart, and checkout

[image: Transactional Notifications]Transactional
Personalized notifications from receipt to shipping to fulfillment


[image: Post-Purchase Automation]Post-Purchase
Cross-sell, up-sell, or down-sell related products and collections

[image: Repeat Purchase Reminders]Retention
Set time-delays to encourage repeat purchases and prevent churn





Make Every Visitor Worth More to Your Business
Explore the revenue-generating opportunities of SMS marketing for your Shopify store in 30 minutes.

See just how quickly we can create and manage a strategy that will grow your subscriber list, drive new customers, and improve retention.
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